
Couch Paper: The Amigos Manifesto

Welcome to Amigos, the meme coin that's so laid-back, it's practically horizontal.

Vision:
In the fast-paced world of crypto, where everyone's racing to the next big thing, Amigos is happy
just lounging around. Our vision is simple: embrace the chill, enjoy the still.

Mission:
To provide a token that gets you. You don't want to climb the corporate ladder; you'd rather lay
under it in a hammock. That's cool. We're here to say it's okay to be unambitious in a world that
won't stop talking about hustle.

Tokenomics:
- Total Supply: A lot (we didn't count, too much effort) Update* We’ve now determined that the
total supply is 1,000,000,000. Yes, that’s quite a few zeros!
- Circulation: Whenever someone can be bothered to trade
- Value: Priceless (because really, can you put a price on relaxation?)

Use Case:
None. Nada. Zilch. Why does everything have to have a purpose? Amigos is here to take up
digital space and offer a chuckle. If you're looking for utility, look elsewhere. We're all about that
base...ment couch life.

Community:
If you've ever skipped a party to watch paint dry, you're one of us. The Amigos community is a
place where the only thing that's active is our imagination of all the things we could do but won't.

The Amigos Roadmap to Nowhere
------------------------------

Year 1:
- Q1: Successfully avoid any form of progress.

- Q2: Launch Amigos Coin (done, phew, that was a lot) Continue the strong tradition of not
starting anything.

- Q3: Ponder the meaning of 'milestone' while watching clouds.

- Q4: Celebrate a full year of splendid inertia.



Year 2:
- Q1: Master the art of staying put.

- Q2: Break personal records for time spent on the couch watching Netflix.

- Q3: Consider making plans, then decide against it.

- Q4: Mark another year of magnificent stagnation.

Ongoing Goals:
- Maintain a consistent level of non-achievement.
- Uphold the Amigos standard of leisurely conduct.
- Ensure that no Amigos holder feels the burden of expectation.

Disclaimer:
This roadmap is subject to change, which is to say, it may become even less ambitious over
time. Amigos is committed to the art of loafing and as such, any resemblance to actual goals is
purely coincidental.


